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ABSTRACT

PROGRAM COORDINATORS’ EXPERIENCES WITH INTRODUCING PARENTFOCUSED HEALTH LESSONS TO A CHILD-CENTERED MICRONUTRIENT
SUPPLEMENTATION PROGRAM: AN EXPLORATION OF RECENT
PROGRAMMATIC CHANGES IN LIAHONA CHILDREN’S FOUNDATION

Shannon Barham
Department of Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science
Bachelor of Science

This paper utilizes survey responses from local coordinators of LCF, an international
micronutrient supplementation humanitarian organization, to provide insight into the
challenges and personal rewards of providing nutrition education to parents of
malnourished children. LCF is based in Utah and operates in 19 countries throughout the
world. LCF recently introduced a series of health lessons geared toward parents of
malnourished children. A survey was sent to LCF workers in 12 countries in order to
gather feedback about the health lessons. Qualitative survey responses are explored, and
potential suggestions for future changes to the health lessons are proposed. Additionally,
data gathered about changes in children’s WAZ, HAZ, and WHZ scores are analyzed
alongside survey data about the number of health lessons given in each area. The thesis
concludes with a brief overview of the author’s personal experiences with LCF.
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I.

Introduction
Overview
This project was carried out with the help of Dr. Rickelle Richards of the NDFS

Department, Dr. Benjamin Crookston of the Department of Public Health, and Tim
Heaton, CEO of Liahona Children’s Foundation. This report includes a brief overview of
the global problem of childhood malnutrition and how micronutrient supplements and
nutrition education may be used concurrently to help decrease the prevalence of
malnutrition in low- and middle-income nations. It also includes a succinct explanation of
LCF’s mission and organizational structure. The main objective of this thesis is to
provide a summary of the personal rewards and challenges that individual LCF workers
face as they implement LCF’s recently-added health lessons in their respective areas. The
potential association between the frequency of health lessons and improvements in
children’s nutritional outcomes is also explored.
Childhood Malnutrition: A Global Issue
Malnutrition affects children throughout the world, and is a significant contributor
to both childhood mortality and childhood disease burden (1). Although malnutrition is
only mentioned in a few Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as set by the United
Nations, addressing this problem is foundational for successfully reaching many of the
non-nutrition-related SDGs, since malnutrition in childhood results in decreased
economic productivity, increased disability, and developmental setbacks throughout
adulthood (2). A 2016 analysis of the Global Burden of Disease 2013 Study showed that
the largest underlying cause of years lived with disability among children was iron
deficiency anemia, which affected 619 million children in 2013 (3). This is a striking
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example of the wide-reaching effects of malnutrition, specifically micronutrient
deficiency.
Minimizing Micronutrient Deficiencies
Iron is just one example of a micronutrient that is commonly deficient in the diets
of children in low- and middle-income countries; vitamin A, iodine, zinc, and vitamin
B12 are other common micronutrients of concern in young children. Addressing these
deficiencies has been the focus of public health interventions for years, but in many ways,
effective methods of providing these nutrients to at-risk children have yet to be
understood (4). Emerging evidence suggests that supplementation is, in some cases, more
effective at alleviating micronutrient deficiencies than fortification, but fortification is
more cost-effective and simple. Other studies suggest that combining micronutrient
supplementation with micronutrient-rich foods is a highly effective way to treat
micronutrient deficiencies in children (5-7). Still other studies suggest that household
knowledge of micronutrient-rich foods is one of the key predictors of micronutrient
consumption, and increasing nutrition knowledge is a prime intervention (8-11).
Micronutrient deficiency is a pervasive, complex issue that demands innovative solutions.
The Mission and Work of Liahona Children’s Foundation
Liahona Children’s Foundation (LCF) was founded by a group of professors,
pediatricians, and other professionals who recognized the terrible consequences
associated with micronutrient deficiencies (12). They also understood that micronutrient
supplementation during the first years of life can have lifelong benefits, especially for
children in resource-poor settings (2). LCF takes a novel, grassroots approach to
micronutrient supplementation by employing men and women living in at-risk
communities, training them to screen for and identify malnutrition in children, and
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providing them with supplements to distribute to the malnourished children. Every child
who is identified as malnourished is enrolled in a nutrient supplementation program for
6-month increments. After about 6 months, children are screened and determined either
to be healthy and no longer in need of the program, or they are enrolled for another 6month period. These screening and supplementation programs are carried out on a
relatively small, city-wide scale.
LCF’s personalized, nutrition-focused programs operate in 19 countries around
the world. The organization is powered by tireless workers and volunteers, as well as
generous donors in the U.S. and abroad. Much of LCF’s success comes through the
utilization of the social infrastructure of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
although it is not formally affiliated with the Church, and children of any faith are
welcome to participate.
Organizational Structure of LCF
Though LCF was founded by U.S. citizens, its ground-level operations are carried
out by people native to the areas where the children live. Figure 1 shows a rough outline
of the program’s organization. This structure allows for culturally appropriate, personal
interactions between program coordinators and participants.
Figure 1: Organizational Structure of Liahona Children’s Foundation
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LCF’s interventions focus on children, so parental participation is a key element
of this program. In the vast majority of cases, the mothers of the children are the ones
who take their children to screenings, pick up supplements, and oversee the proper
administration of supplements. Additionally most regional and program coordinators are
women, which allows for a comfortable collaboration between the participants and
coordinators.
Because the mothers are primarily responsible for the administration of
supplements and because they also typically oversee the other health-related aspects of
the children’s lives (i.e. hygiene, breastfeeding, food procurement and preparation), LCF
recognized a unique opportunity to combine supplement distribution with practical health
classes for parents, especially mothers. This combination of classes and supplement
distribution has the potential to provide entire households with the knowledge and skills
necessary to avoid foodborne illness, recognize nutritious food choices, and improve the
overall health of the children to a greater extent than would be possible via supplements
alone.
Purpose of this Project
At the request of LCF’s executives, a team of BYU professors and students
created a series of 7 health lessons for LCF participants, and these lessons were
introduced to LCF’s English-, Tagalog-, and Spanish-speaking areas in 2017. Most
regional and program coordinators received manuals and a few visual aids to assist them
in teaching the health lessons. Coordinators were instructed to teach these brief health
lesson at regular intervals, usually in conjunction with nutrient supplement distribution.
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In some cases, the parents and coordinators are able to meet in Latter-day Saint
(LDS) church buildings for the health lessons, and they also use these facilities for
conducting health screenings. In many areas, however, participants meet in parks, public
areas, or in other less-than-structured places. In some cases, program coordinators travel
individually to the participants’ households to deliver supplements and a health lesson. In
any of these three cases, the program and regional coordinators work extremely hard to
ensure that the children and parents receive their supplements and the health lessons.
Because LCF executives recognize the effort and time the coordinators put into
preparing for, delivering, and following up on these health lessons, they called for an
evaluation of the implementation of and coordinators’ experiences with the lessons. One
purpose of this study was to provide the program coordinators with an opportunity to give
feedback about the lessons through an anonymous and voluntary survey. Another purpose
of this study was to obtain an estimate of the number of health lessons provided in each
area, and to explore the potential relationship between the health outcomes of the children
and the number of health lessons given. By collecting and responding to the coordinators’
responses, LCF executives and the professors at BYU can ensure that they are aware of
and responsive to the needs of the families and workers involved in LCF.
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II.

Relevant Literature
The health lessons were introduced in alignment with evidence from the scientific

literature. As mentioned previously, the majority of those who attend LCF’s health
lessons are mothers. A well-established body of literature suggests that maternal nutrition
knowledge is a predictor of child nutrition status, and recent studies have indicated that
this relationship is independent of the mother’s level of formal education (11,13,14).
A 2003 study suggested that informal maternal education is correlated positively
with children’s short-term nutritional outcomes (weight for height z-scores; WHZ), even
though it does not correlate with long-term nutritional outcomes (height for age z-scores;
HAZ) (10). More recent studies also confirm the idea that, in food-insecure areas,
providing mothers with targeted nutrition education and nutrition supplementation can be
an efficient, cost-effective way to improve child weight-for-height (WHZ) and heightfor-age z-scores (HAZ) (15).
Various country-specific nutrition interventions aimed at increasing maternal
nutrition knowledge have demonstrated that maternal nutrition education can improve
child micronutrient status (8, 16-18). Interestingly, a study of Indonesian mothers
revealed that subjects tended to allocate the same amount of money to their household
food budget regardless of nutrition knowledge, but those who had more nutritional
knowledge used their money to buy more micronutrient-rich foods (9). Further, dietetics
and nutrition professionals recognize that involving parents in nutrition and weight
management programs is more effective than only including young children (19,20). If
these principles hold true within the communities LCF serves, these new health lessons
may complement the micronutrient supplements that comprise LCF’s nutrition
intervention strategy.
6

III.

Methods

A brief online questionnaire was developed and distributed to regional coordinators in
Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Madagascar, Ghana, and the Philippines. A copy of the questionnaire and
responses can be found in Appendices 1 and 2. Because this project involved human
subjects, we applied for IRB approval and was granted it on October 19, 2018. The
survey, recruitment email, and implied consent forms were translated into Spanish, and
although we translated an early version of the survey into Tagalog, we did not continue
with a Tagalog translation because all of the Filipino coordinators speak English. The
recruitment email, along with implied consent forms and an anonymous link to the
survey, was distributed to all regional coordinators, who were then asked to forward the
email to their local program coordinators (see Appendix 3 for implied consent forms and
recruitment email). The survey was made available on January 9, 2019, and responses
were collected on February 24. We received 134 responses, and 94 were complete
enough to be used in the analysis.
Although responses were kept anonymous, respondents were asked to identify the
stake in which they worked with LCF, so that their responses could be matched to the
nutritional outcomes of the children in each stake. Tim Heaton provided us with 13,608
child health records, and each child’s record was merged with survey responses from the
coordinator in charge of that child’s respective stake. This allowed us to connect the
child’s health record to the estimated number of health lessons provided in his or her
area, as reported by the LCF coordinator. Because the entire data set is too large to
include in this report, a 2-page excerpt is available in Appendix 4.
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IV.

Data Analysis and Results
Qualitative Data
A key goal of this survey was to obtain direct feedback from coordinators about

the health lessons. To this end, coordinators were invited to share what they felt were the
most gratifying and the most challenging aspects of teaching the health lessons (Q9 and
Q10, respectively). Responses were reviewed and sorted by common themes and
subthemes using Excel. A complete spreadsheet with coded responses to all open-ended
questions can be found in Appendix 5. For each theme identified under questions 9 and
10, representative quotes were selected and organized into Table 1.
Rewarding Aspects
In response to Q9, many coordinators cited teaching moms new concepts as the
most rewarding part of teaching the health lessons (see Table 1). One coordinator from
the Philippines reported that “the most rewarding part is that the class learned and are
happy to have knowledge about health.” Another in South America said, “People say that
they have learned something new. That is something I have enjoyed.” When coordinators
mentioned specific topics they enjoyed teaching, country-specific patterns sometimes
emerged (i.e. coordinators in Ghana emphasized breastfeeding, whereas coordinators in
the Philippines most frequently mentioned hygiene and cleanliness). Because regional
health-related needs may vary, future lessons should continue to encourage coordinators
to emphasize the topics they feel are most pertinent to their participants.
Another common response to Q9 was that interaction with the mothers was the
most rewarding part of teaching. Some coordinators mentioned that they enjoyed hearing
the moms’ questions, others mentioned that they enjoyed hearing moms share their
experiences during lessons, and many mentioned that they enjoyed getting to know the
8

moms they worked with. One coordinator reported that her favorite part of the health
lessons is “hearing the moms’ comments and testimonials about the progress of their
children.” Another coordinator stated that “the moms share experiences that are usually
fun and we laugh and relax together.” These responses suggest that the lessons foster
interpersonal connection between the instructor and participants. Future lessons should
emphasize opportunities for dialogue between the coordinators and the mothers.
Challenges
With regard to challenges associated with teaching the health lessons, many
coordinators mentioned attendance as a major issue. One coordinator provided some
context for why some moms find it hard to attend the health lessons. She said the
following: “The biggest challenge is that the moms don’t want to receive the lessons;
they say that they have to wash clothes, cook, return to work, or that their children were
left alone at home, etc. Some reasons are understandable. Also, they don’t personally take
the child to the lessons, instead they send them with bigger kids or send them with moms
of other children.” Some coordinators also mentioned that in some cases, moms live very
far from the meetinghouses or lesson venues, which can pose a financial barrier to
attending.
Another challenge that many coordinators mentioned is that moms often do not
apply the concepts taught in the health lessons. One coordinator described this problem as
follows: “I see parents still neglecting to do what has been taught during the lesson... No
visible changes or improvement.” Another mentioned that “some children come to the
next lessons but still haven’t taken a bath nor changed their clothes. Some parents seemed
not to help their children with their hygiene.” One coordinator from the Philippines
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collaborated with health professionals to address this problem. She said, “Mothers’
implementation of what I taught is the most challenging. Good thing I worked with the
local health workers in the areas and they are the one[s] who keep on following up with
it.” Because application and health behavior change can be difficult for so many reasons,
and because this can become a source of disappointment for coordinators, future editions
of the lesson manual may benefit from including a message of encouragement for
coordinators with regard to the common issue of application.
Some coordinators mentioned that a lack of teaching materials is their most
pressing issue. For some, it appeared that they did not have access to computers and
therefore had no way to access the lesson manuals, and others felt teaching without visual
aids is difficult (See Table 1 for direct quotes). As resources allow, updated posters or
images may assist coordinators as they try to engage participants in the health lessons.
Among coordinators from the Philippines, lack of a proper venue was a common
challenge. This is likely going to be a regular issue because LCF workers in the
Philippines are not permitted to use the LDS church buildings for lessons or supplement
distributions. Perhaps in the future, Philippines-specific lessons could be created, which
would cater to the unique needs of that country (i.e. able to be taught inside or outside, to
large groups or small groups, lessons could be very short because participants will likely
be more distracted and uncomfortable, etc.).
One final problem that is worth mentioning is that a few coordinators cover a
large geographical region and must travel significantly to provide supplements and
lessons to all of the LCF families. One coordinator in the Philippines shared her
experience: “In my area I had this challenge on how to organize and teach because the
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areas where they live are far in distance, and I had to do house-to-house lessons. It needs
much time, money, and effort to do it, but in the end I can say it worth it :-).” A similar
sentiment was shared by a Central American coordinator. She said that her biggest
challenge is “getting everyone together, because many live far away and have very little
resources. I have had to travel to each area. It is very complicated and tiring.” Another
said, “The only challenge is getting to the communities to give the lessons, but it is a
blessing.” These comments provide a glimpse into the hard work LCF coordinators put
into implementing the health lessons and reaching all of the families they work with.
Open-ended responses from these coordinators provide valuable insight into the
challenges and rewards associated with the health lessons, and this perspective will be
important to consider as time goes on and changes are made to the lessons. To see more
quotes from coordinators regarding their responses to questions 9 and 10, please see
Table 1.

Table 1: Open-Ended Responses
Themes
and
Subthemes

Representative Quotes
Q9: Rewarding aspects of teaching the lessons

Teaching
moms new
concepts

“Las personas dicen que han aprendido algo nuevo. Eso es algo que he
disfrutado.” (People say that they have learned something new. That is
something I have enjoyed.)
“He disfrutado de aprender cosas nuevas que no sabía, tampoco la
mayoría de madres las sabían” (I have enjoyed learning new things I did
not know; the majority of the mothers didn’t know them either.)
“The most rewarding part is that the class learned and is happy to have
knowledge about health”
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“Seeing the recipients being educated, most especially the parents.
Because malnutrition sometimes caused by ignorance.”
“Parents learned the proper waste disposal and preparing nutritious
food”
“Some mothers learn firsthand basic hygiene practices on breastfeeding”
“When they learn about the importance of hygiene”

Interaction
with moms
during the
lessons

“The parents actively participate in discussions”
“Me encanta el deseo de algunas por aprenderlas, ellas comparten
algunas experiences que suelen ser divertidas y nos reímos y nos
relajamos juntas.” (I really enjoy that some of the moms have the desire
to learn. The moms share experiences that are usually fun and we laugh
and relax together.)
“Disfruto compartir con ellas las experiencias que tienen” (I enjoy
sharing the experiences they have.)
“Las preguntas de las mamas y el interés que ponen sobre los temas.”
(The mom’s questions and the interest that they have in the subjects.)
“Escuchar sus comentarios y testimonios sobre el progreso de sus hijos”
(Hearing their comments and testimonials about the progress of their
children.)
“The parents actively participate in discussions”
“La participación de las personas, comentarios, y preguntas.”(People’s
participation, comments, and questions.)

Seeing
moms apply
lessons
taught

“The most rewarding part of teaching the health lessons is to see them
apply in their lives the lessons taught to them”
“Que cuando se pesa y mide los niños vienen mas limpios y han puesto
en practica las clases” (When the children are weighed and measured
they look more clean and have put the lessons into practice.)
“Ganar experiencias con las madres y ver el esfuerzo de algunas de ellas
por trater de hacer las cosas bien.” (Gain experiences with the moms and
see the effort some put into trying to do things right.)
“Seeing the mothers breastfeeding their children alongside the RUTF
and Tombrown”
“El verles poner en practica lo enseñado me hace sentir una gran
satisfacción” (Seeing them put into practice what they learned makes me
feel great satisfaction.)
“The most rewarding part is that you find people change their health
habits. They change for the better.”
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Q10: Challenging aspects of teaching the lessons

Attendance

“Difficulty in getting participants to the venue”
“El más grande es que las madres no las quieren recibir, dicen que tienen
que lavar, que cocinar, que regresar al trabajo, que sus hijos quedaron
solos en casa, y otras cosas mas, que algunas razones son comprensibles.
También que no van personalmente a llevar la incaparina sino que
mandan a los niños mas grandes o que se las envíe con las madres de los
otros niños.” (The biggest challenge is that the moms don’t want to
receive the lessons; they say that they have to wash clothes, cook, return
to work, or that their children were left alone at home, etc. Some
reasons are understandable. Also, they don’t personally take the child to
the lessons, instead they send them with bigger kids or send them with
moms of other children.)
“The availability. Some parents have work. So they cannot come.”
“Hacer que comprendan la importancia de q asistan, ya q muchas veces
la distancia dificultaba que asistieran o la falta de dinero para sus
transporte.” (Making them understand the importance of attending,
because for many of them the distance to travel or lack of money to
travel made it hard to attend.)

Application

“The most difficult is the application of the concepts learned. When you
follow up they are not really applying the lessons taught.”
“The most difficult is when there is no improvement for children, the
parents are just listening but not following of what I’ve been teaching.”
“Some children came to the next lessons but still haven’t taken a bath
nor changed their clothes. Some parents seemed not to help their
children with their hygiene.”
“Mothers’ implementation of what I taught is the most challenging.
Good thing I worked with the local health workers in the areas and they
are the one who keep on following up with it.”
“When I see other parents still neglect to do what has been thought
during the lesson... No visible changes or improvement.”
“Las madres que reciben las charlas algunas aplican la enseñanza y otras
no.” (Some of the moms who receive the lessons apply the teachings and
others do not.)

Teaching
Materials

“Since I don't have internet and computer at home and I have kids, it is
difficult for me to visit the computer shop to prepare my health lessons
for my recipients because it is a little far distance from my house.
Sometimes, I will just review few topics from my nursing books back
then just to have something to teach them because I’m a nurse by
profession.”
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“Muchas veces el contar con los materiales para la demostracion y
ayudas visuals.” (Counting on materials for the demonstrations, as well
as visual aids.)
“The most difficult about organizing or teaching the lessons if we don't
have a visual aids.”
“I don't have enough materials to show with them.”
“Cuando daba las lecciones no contaba con material como folletos para
que las mamis lo llevaran y recordaran la lección.” (When I gave the
lessons I did not have pamphlets of other materials for the moms to take
home with them and remember the lessons.)

Venue

“Very hard to gather them in a place where we can talk or teach.”
“The difficult is the meeting areas. Sometimes it has rain.”
“There is no proper place to discuss them.”
“No teníamos donde poder realizarlo a veces lo hicimos en el
parque.”(We did not have anywhere to carry out the lessons. Sometimes
we did it in the park.)

Participation “Dentro del grupo de madres que se quedan a recibir la lección, hay
algunas que no tienen su mente puesta en la charla y cuando hago
preguntas para ver si aprendieron, no saben nada y eso es decepcionante
para mí. pero cobro ánimo cuando veo que otras si aprenden.” (Among
the groups of mothers that stay to receive the lesson, there are some that
do not focus their minds on the lesson, and when I ask questions to see if
they have learned, they don’t know anything and this is disappointing
for me. But it cheers me up to see that some do learn.)
“It's a little bit hard because sometimes they have a hard time to listen
and they are always in a hurry.”
“Sometimes the mothers are bored in listening the health lesson and
sometimes their babies are crying in the middle of the lesson that causes
the mother to lose her focus in the lesson.”

Lesson
Content

“The most difficult in teaching them is the proper nutrition (giving
nutritious food). It’s hard to teach and advise eating nutritious food... the
fact that these are poor people who can’t buy food for themselves. Some
of them mix peanut butter in their rice as their meals.”
“Teaching about preparing food for the family, especially to a poor
family who cannot afford much for food to prepare for her children.”

Quantitative Analysis
All quantitative analyses were conducted in JMP. Please see the following table
for explanations of the abbreviations that will be used in the next few paragraphs.
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Table 2: Explanation of Abbreviations
Abbreviation used in this report
WHZ1
WAZ1
HAZ1
CWHZ
CWAZ
CHAZ
Q7_4
LDS
Country

Description of the variable
Weight-for-height z-score at time point
1
Weight-for-age z-score at time point 1
Height-for-age z-score at time point 1
Change in weight-for-height z-score
between time points 1 and 2
Change in weight-for-age z-score
between time points 1 and 2
Change in height-for-age z-score
between time points 1 and 2
Number of classes taught over the past
year, answer to survey question # 7.4
Family religious status, members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints
Child’s country

Abbreviation used
in data files
wh1
wa1
ha1
cwh12
cwa12
cha12
Q7_4
lds1
cntry

Exclusion Criteria
We began our analysis by excluding any records that contained measurements
that were considered incomplete or inaccurate. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), any z-score or above 6 or below -6 suggests measurement error, so
all records with an initial weight-for-height (WHZ1), weight-for-age (WAZ1), or heightfor-age z-score (HAZ1) of that magnitude were excluded (n=1440) (22). Records of
children who should have returned for a second screening but did not were also excluded
(n=4,121). Upon review of the data, we noticed that some of the reported changes in zscore were extreme, so we created three new columns in JMP. These columns were
programmed with the following formulas: WHZ1+CWHZ, +WAZ1+CWAZ, and
HAZ1+CHAZ. Thus, these columns showed z-scores at about 6 months after the initial
screening. Any records with values that were above 6 or below -6 were excluded (n=86).
We also extended our exclusion criteria to include any response to Q4_7 that was >3 SD
from the mean (n=113). In the end, 5,760 records were excluded leaving 7,848 for the
data analysis.
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Summary Statistics
We started by generating some simple distributions of demographic information
about the children. Records from children in Central and South America, Africa, and Asia
were present, with the majority of records coming from the Philippines. The distribution
of gender was fairly even, as shown below.
Figure 2: Distribution of Gender

Just over half of the children came from Latter-Day Saint households. 45% did not, and
4% did not specify.
Figure 3: Distribution of Religion

Survey responses to question 7_4 (Q7_4), which asked coordinators how many health
lessons had been taught in their area throughout the previous year, are critical to this
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study. A summary of responses is found in Figure 5. After excluding outliers, the mean
number of classes was 5.53.
Figure 4: Distribution of Responses to Q7_4; Number of Classes

With this information in mind, we began a preliminary analysis to investigate the
potential relationship between Q7_4 and change in children’s z-scores.
Preliminary Results & Model Development
Based on a simple linear regression, there was no evidence of a relationship
between Q7_4 and CHAZ (p=.065). This is not surprising, because HAZ is an indicator
of stunting, which is a result of long-term malnutrition. Chronic health conditions such as
stunting only manifest themselves after prolonged malnutrition, and improvement in this
nutrition indicator takes a very long time. Because the measurements included in this data
set were taken about 6 months apart, we would not expect to see much of a change in
children with this chronic state. Interestingly, the usefulness of HAZ for tracking changes
in children’s linear growth over time has recently been called into question (23). Some
researchers now recommend using absolute height-for-age difference (HAD) instead of
HAZ. In any case, we did not see any relationship here.
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By contrast, changes in weight-for-height and weight-for-age, which are more
short-term in nature, were significantly associated with Q7_4. Based on our preliminary
analysis, we found convincing evidence of a positive linear relationship between Q7_4
and both CWAZ and CWHZ (p=.0021; 95% CI 0.0006-0.029 and p<.001; 95% CI 0.0190.052, respectively). Based on these findings we decided to focus further investigation on
the relationship between Q7_4 and CWAZ/CWHZ. We did not continue our analysis of
CHAZ because it is an indicator of long-term change, which is outside the scope of this
project.
After controlling for gender, religion, and country, number of health classes
offered (Q7_4) had a positive linear association with CWHZ (p=.0024; 95% CI 0.010.046). By contrast, when we controlled for these same demographic variables (country,
gender, and religion), we found no significant relationship between Q7_4 and CWAZ
(p=0.228).
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V.

Conclusions
This quantitative analysis gives us some sense that the health lessons may be

associated with an impact on acute, but not chronic, malnutrition. This is evidenced by a
significant relationship between number of lessons and change in WAZ, and an
insignificant relationship between number of lessons and change in WHZ and HAZ. Of
the three z-scores tested here, WAZ is the most sensitive measurement to observe acute
changes in nutritional status among children, followed by WHZ. HAZ does not provide
insight into acute malnutrition. Due to the short-term nature of LCF’s interventions,
improvements in children enrolled in LCF will be most visible by observing changes in
WAZ. There may be moderate changes in WHZ, and there will likely be little change in
HAZ. In a similar pattern, number of lessons was associated most strongly with CWAZ,
less strongly with WHZ, and least with CHAZ. This parallel pattern might suggest that
the observations seen here have more to do with the biological nature of these changes in
z-score than with the health lessons themselves. There are many limitations involved in
this study (see Limitations section below), but these results indicate the possibility of a
modest relationship between change in WAZ and number of health lessons offered in
each area.
Qualitative survey responses collected from the coordinators offer a valuable
source of information for those involved in LCF lesson creation. Many coordinators
mentioned that the lessons provide a way for the moms to learn new concepts, share their
experiences, and ask questions, while also allowing the coordinators to become
acquainted with the individual people they work with. These benefits of the health
lessons—education of the mothers, individual contact between the coordinators and the
mothers, verbally sharing experiences, etc.— appear to provide the coordinators with
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feelings of satisfaction. Future amendments or additions to LCF’s health lessons have the
potential to capitalize upon these benefits to ensure that the health lessons are as positive
an experience as possible, for both the coordinators and the participants.
Coordinators also communicated their concerns and individual difficulties they
faced while teaching the health lessons. Their comments can provide valuable insights for
LCF executives and volunteers in the U.S. as we try to improve the program, and as we
update the health lessons. In the process of altering the health lessons, those conducting
the changes should remember to consult the people who work individually with LCF
families. Future LCF volunteers who work on the health lessons may be able to deliver a
more effective product by remembering that attendance, application, lack of teaching
materials, and lack of a proper venue all exist as barriers to the success of the health
lessons. By acknowledging these barriers, volunteers may find ways to adapt the lessons
in a way that will minimize their limiting effects.
Limitations
Because data was collected through a survey, this analysis relies on voluntary, selfreported information. Consequently, a fair amount of limitation is inherent in the study
design. Further, many health records provided by LCF were incomplete, and about 11%
of the health records contained nonsensical data (z-scores above 6 or below -6),
suggesting a high prevalence of measurement error. Because the children are measured in
distinct locations, under diverse conditions, and by a wide variety of people with varying
levels of training, the z-score measurements may not be entirely reliable. This lack of
reliability could have potentially influenced our quantitative analysis, limiting the types
of conclusions that may be drawn from them. Further, it must be expressed that the
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positive relationship between the health lessons and the changes in WHZ do not imply
causation.
In the future, as training procedures and screening measurements become more
standardized throughout the program, it could be beneficial to conduct a similar study
over again. In order to separate out the effects of the health lessons from the effects of the
micronutrient supplementation, it would be important to include a control group in future
analyses of this kind. In that way, health outcomes among children where health lessons
are not received may be compared with outcomes among children where health lessons
are received. This, combined with more precise measurements, would provide LCF with
a more clear picture of the potential effects of these health lessons on the nutritional
outcomes of the children.
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VI.

Personal Experience
Volunteering with LCF is a unique privilege for me. I am a dietetics major, but

my true interests lie at the crux of public health and dietetics. LCF is a really exciting
blend of the two worlds, and the international component is very exciting for me. Last
semester (Fall 2018), a group of regional coordinators from around the world came to
Utah, and I got to spend about 2 hours in a room with them, listening to their ideas and
soaking in their perspectives on the program. I was (and still am) blown away by the
commitment those ladies show to serving their fellow man and teaching sound health
practices that will benefit the children who live around them.
Later that semester, thanks to the generosity of the Honors Program and the
College of Life Sciences, I was able to travel to Peru (where I served my mission!) for a
week. We were a small group of students and professors, and apart from being a fun
break from a smoggy Utah December right before finals week, it was an eye-opening
experience for me. We had the opportunity to attend a training for a group of coordinators
from Peru and surrounding countries. Once again, I was so impressed by those ladies!
They work extremely hard to help the children around them, and they see their work with
LCF as a life mission of sorts. I hope to be as dedicated as them in whatever cause I
commit myself to in the future.
After the training, we went to Cusco to help out at a nutrition screening. I got to
spend a lot of time playing with the little babies there. I think I get a little extra
sentimental when I think of them (and the 13,600 children whose records Tim sent me),
because I had my own little boy while working on this project. He’s nine months and 26
pounds of chunky perfection, and maybe it’s corny but I see him in every baby I come
into contact with. Participating with LCF and meeting some of the children it benefits, as
22

well as some of the incredible people who founded it, has taught me that anywhere I may
find myself, there will be good work to be done for babies and children like my own. I
want to use the education and skills I have gained during my time at BYU to improve the
health and wellbeing of at-risk children, and my experience with LCF has exposed me to
a unique and creative approach to realizing this goal.
Figure 5: Photo of Shannon and a Child at the
Cusco Screening
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Appendix 1: Survey (Exported from Qualtrics; English and Spanish combined)

Liahona Children's Foundation Survey
Q1 Thank you for beginning this survey.
The following questions will ask about your experience teaching the health classes.

Q1 Gracias por empezar esta encuesta.
Las 10 preguntas que se encuentran a continuación tienen que ver con su experiencia como instructor de
las lecciones de salud.

Q2 In which country do you volunteer with Liahona Children's Foundation?
________________________________________________________________
Q2
¿En cuál país usted es voluntaria/voluntario con Fundación para Niños Liahona?
________________________________________________________________
Q3 In which stake do you volunteer with Liahona Children's Foundation?
_______________________________________________________________

Page 1 of 9
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Q3 ¿En cuál estaca usted es voluntario/voluntaria con la Fundación para Niños Liahona?

Q4 Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants in
your area?
Me (1)
A nurse (2)
No one taught health classes (3)
Other (please specify) (4) ________________________________________________

Page 2 of 9
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Q4 Durante el año pasado, ¿quién enseñó las clases de salud a los participantes de la Fundación para
Niños Liahona?

o Yo (1)
o Una enfermera (2)
o Nadie enseño las lecciones de salud (3)
o
Otro (por favor especifique la persona que las enseñó) (4)
________________________________________________
Skip To: Q5 If Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants i...
= No one taught health classes
Skip To: Q6 If Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants i...
= A nurse
Skip To: Q6 If Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants i...
= Me
Skip To: Q5 If Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants i...
= No one taught health classes
Skip To: Q6 If Over the past year, who taught the health classes to Liahona Children's Foundation participants i...
= Other (please specify)

Page 3 of 9
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Q5 Please let us know why the lessons have not yet been offered.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q5 Por favor use las líneas a continuación para explicar el por que las clases no se han ofrecido o
impartido.
_____________________________________________________________
Skip To: Q13 If Please let us know why the lessons have not yet been offered. Is Not EmptySkip To: Q13 If Please let
us know why the lessons have not yet been offered. Is Empt

Page 4 of 9
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Q6 How often are health lessons usually taught in your area?

o Weekly (1)
o Monthly (2)
o Every two months (3)
o Other (please specify) (4) ________________________________________________
Q6 ¿Qué tan frecuentemente se dan las clases?

o Semanalmente (1)
o Mensualmente (2)
o Cada dos meses (3)
o
Otro (por favor especifique la frecuencia) (4)
________________________________________________

Page 5 of 9
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Q7 Over the last year, how many health lessons were taught in your area?

o Number of classes: (4) ________________________________________________
Q7
Durante el ano pasado, ¿cuántas clases de salud fueron enseñadas o impartidas?

o Número de clases: (4) ________________________________________________
Q8 About how many people generally attend each health lesson?

o

Number of people in attendance: (2) ________________________________________________
Q8
¿Aproximadamente cuántas personas generalmente asisten a cada clase de salud?

o Número de personas que asisten: (2) ________________________________________________
Q9 If you have taught the health lessons, what has been the most rewarding part of organizing or teaching
the health lessons?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page 6 of 9
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9 Si usted ha enseñado las lecciones de salud, ¿qué es lo que usted ha disfrutado acerca de la enseñanza
de las clases de salud?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q10 If you have taught the health lessons, what has been most difficult about organizing or teaching the
health lessons?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page 7 of 9
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Q10 Si usted ha enseñado las lecciones de salud, ¿Cuáles han sido los desafíos acerca de la enseñanza de
las clases de salud?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q11 Would you change anything about the lessons?

o Yes (4)
o No (5)
Q11 ¿Cambiaría usted algo de las lecciones?
o Sí (4)
o No (5)
Display This Question:
If Would you change anything about the lessons? = Yes

Q12 What would you change about the lessons?
________________________________________________________________

Page 8 of 9
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Q12 ¿Qué es lo que usted cambiaría acerca de las lecciones?
________________________________________________________________
Q13 Have any participants joined the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints since becoming
involved with Liahona Children's Foundation?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Q13 ¿Algunos de los participantes se ha unido a la Iglesia de Jesucristo de los Santos de los Últimos Días
desde que se involucró a la Fundación para Niños Liahona?

o Sí (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Have any participants joined the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints since becoming invol... = Yes

Q14 How many?
______
Q14 ¿Cuántos?
______

Page 9 of 9
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Appendix 2: Survey Responses
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

1
2

In which
country do
you
volunteer
with
Liahona
Children's
User
Foundation
Language
?
UserLanguageQ2

5

1/27/19 19:00

1/27/19 19:09 ES-ES

BOL

In which stake do you volunteer
with Liahona Children's
Foundation?
Q3
Santa Cruz CaÃ±oto & La Pampa
Stakes

6

1/26/19 22:21

1/26/19 22:30 ES-ES

COL

Cucuta

7

1/26/19 20:12

1/26/19 20:20 ES-ES

COL

PopayÃ¡n District

8
9
10

2/4/19 11:57
2/5/19 19:58
1/26/19 20:17

2/4/19 13:02 ES-ES
2/5/19 20:03 ES-ES
1/26/19 20:25 ES-ES

COL
COL
COL

Buenaventura
Villa Colombia-Cali Stake
El Recreo

11

2/8/19 13:38

2/8/19 13:50 ES-ES

ECU

Esmeraldas Stake/Guayacanes
Branch of Esmeraldas Stake

3 Start Date
4 StartDate

12

1/30/19 19:58

End Date
EndDate

1/30/19 20:10 ES-ES

ECU

Santo Domingo Stake

13
14

1/27/19 12:11
2/1/19 9:42

1/27/19 12:33 ES-ES
2/1/19 10:07 EN

ECU
ECU

Imbaya
Manta Stake

15

1/31/19 16:59

1/31/19 17:06 ES-ES

ECU

Portoviejo

16

17

18

19

1/26/19 14:22

1/8/19 2:12

1/13/19 12:53

1/24/19 19:34

1/26/19 14:27 EN

1/10/19 7:35 EN

1/13/19 13:15 EN

GHA

GHA

GHA

Kasoa Stake

Kpong District

Cape Coast Stake

Over the past
year, who taught
the health
classes to
Liahona
Over the past year, who Children's
taught the health
Foundation
classes to Liahona
participants in
Children's Foundation your area? participants in your
Other (please
area? - Selected Choice specify) - Text
Q4
Q4_4_TEXT

How often are
Please let us know health lessons
why the lessons
usually taught in
have not yet been your area? offered.
Selected Choice
Q5
Q6

Over the last year, how
many health lessons
were taught in your
area? - Number of
classes:
Q7_4

1

1

1 UNA FAMILIA

1
4 A doctor
Lic Morelia de
4 Vera

1

1

5

que todasanas
aprendemos un poquito
mas de cada leccion y
saber como poder
mejorar en el cuidado de
50 los ni√±os

hay muchos el que se
empezo era tener mas
cuidado con el aseo de los
ni√±os la alimentacion
entre otros

5

1

2

me gusta que las madres
entienden el cuidado y
protecci√≥n que necesitan
sus hijos y disfruto
compartir con ellas las
70 experiencias que tienen.

Habia veces en las que las
madres no asistian y era
algo necesario para poder
ayudar a los ni√±os.

5

2
1

1

1

10

60

The parents have learned
how to take good care of
40 their children.

2

Anytime i do distribution

1

2

GTM

CobÃ¡n Stake

1

5

3

1/22/19 7:44

1/22/19 7:51 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

1

1/14/19 14:05 ES-ES

GTM

Quiche District

una voluntaria
4 dio 2 charlas
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1/13/19 12:21

1/13/19 12:42 ES-ES

GTM

Quetzaltenango el Bosque Stake

1

23

1/17/19 18:34

1/17/19 18:45 ES-ES

GTM

TotonicapÃ¡n Stake

Personal de
4 Centro de Salud.

6

24

1/20/19 20:14

1/20/19 20:56 ES-ES

GTM

Malacatan

1

6

25
26

1/19/19 13:28
1/14/19 21:25

1/19/19 13:36 ES-ES
1/14/19 21:31 ES-ES

GTM
GTM

Solola
Rio Blanco District

1
2

6

29

30

1/17/19 21:01

1/18/19 16:54

1/17/19 21:26 ES-ES

1/18/19 18:03 ES-ES

HND
HND

HND

HND

Monjaras District
Danli Stake

1
2

Estaca progreso es

Hermana que
estudia
licenciatura en
4 Nutrici√≥n

El MerendÃ_n Stake

3

1 2 familias
2
2

1

1/12/19 18:56

2

2

1/24/19 19:44 ES-ES

1/14/19 13:10 ES-ES
1/23/19 21:51 ES-ES

Would you
change
anything
about the
lessons?
Q11

Una Hermanita
de la Primaria de
4 la Estaca
Una persona que
conoce del area
de la salud.es
4 fisioterapeuta
Profesional en
4 Fisioterapia
4 Tahiry Medina
4 Albeiro Morales
UN DOCTOR EN
MEDICINA
4 GENERAL
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1/14/19 11:24
1/23/19 21:43

If you have taught the
health lessons, what has
been most difficult about
organizing or teaching the
health lessons?
Q10

2

20

27
28

About how
many people
generally
If you have taught the
attend each
health lessons, what has
health lesson? - been the most rewarding
Number of
part of organizing or
people in
teaching the health
attendance:
lessons?
Q8_2
Q9

Have any
participants
joined the
Church of
Jesus Christ
of Latterday Saints
since
becoming
involved
with
Liahona
What would you Children's
change about
Foundation
the lessons?
?
How many?
Q12
Q13
Q14

Seeing the mother's
breastfeeding their
children alongside the
RUTF and Tombrown,,
and how the children's
50 again weight .
Some mothers learn first
hand basic hygiene
practices on
100 breastfeeding.
que cuando se pesa y
mide los ni√±os vienen
mas limpios y han puesto
20 en practica las clases
En como se debe mejorar
la alimentacion en los
ni√±os..tambien la ijiene
60 ...

5

1

How to get the mother's
come for Screenings and
sometimes follow up on
them to find out some are
not practicing the hygiene
aspects.

5

2

Difficulty in getting
participants to the venue

5

1

5

5

1

4

5

1

5

1

2

1

8

1

3

el idioma necesitamos 2
traductoras
El √∫nico desafio es para
llegar a las comunidades
pa hacer las charlas..pero
es una bendicion..

ver el deseo de aprender
de las personas
participantes y el
momento de hacer la
Los recursos para llevar a
22 practica.
la practica.

100 las preguntas
Participaci√≤n de las
personas comentarios y
40 preguntas

7

Se aprende
haciendo y no
solo oyendo,
cambiar√≠a la
did√°ctica que
se aplica, ya
que por el
momento solo
ense√±amos
con carteles y
se desarrolla la
platica; que de
hecho son muy
amenas, pero
he observado
que todo ser
humano
aprende
haciendo o que
se ense√±e
teor√≠apractica,
adapt√°ndonos
a las
circunstancias
4 locales,

Reunirlas, porque muchas
son de lejos y de escasos
recursos, entonces he
tenido que ir a cada
unidad y es muy
complicado y cansado

5

1

6

ninguno

5

1
1

1
2

6

El mas grande es que las
madres no las quieren
recibir, dicen que tienen
que lavar, que cocinar, que
regresar al trabajo, que
sus hijos quedaron solos
en casa, y otras cosas
mas,que algunas razones
son comprensibles.
Tambi√©n que no van
personalmente a llevar la
incaparina sino que
mandan a los ni√±os mas
Para comenzar he
grandes o que se las
disfrutado de aprender
env√≠e con las madres de
cosas nuevas que no
los otros ni√±os.
sab√≠a, tampoco la
Por otra parte, dentro del
mayor√≠a de madres las grupo de madres que se
sab√≠an y me encanta el quedan a recibir la
deseo de algunas por
lecci√≥n, hay algunas que
aprenderlas, ellas
no tienen su mente puesta
comparten algunas
en la charla y cuando hago
experiencias que suelen preguntas para ver si
ser divertidas y nos
aprendieron, no saben
re√≠mos y nos relajamos nada y eso es
28 juntas.
decepcionante para m√≠.

5

no tener la asistencia de
las madres en su
totalidad, porque algunas
al prepararme para la
madres salen de sus
ense√±anza y tener el
hogares a trabajar y los
apoyo de los lideres de la ni√±os quedan al cuidado
iglesia
de otro pariente
proporcion√°ndome el
y las madres que reciben
equipo de tecnolog√≠a
las charlas algunas aplican
30 que necesito.
la ense√±anza y otras no

No es de las
lecciones en si,
sino que el post
ludio, quiz√°s si
hubiese una
peque√±a
merienda al
final de la
lecci√≥n, ellas
sentir√≠an una
motivaci√≥n
para quedarse,
ya que aqu√≠
hay bastante
4 pobreza.

2
2

2

1

36

5

1

3

S

A

31

2/10/19 2:23

B

C

2/10/19 2:35 EN

D

MDG

E

madagascar 2 stakes and 2
districts

32

1/24/19 20:28

1/24/19 20:48 ES-ES

NIC

Villa Flor Stake

33

2/4/19 23:09

2/4/19 23:18 ES-ES

PER

34
35

2/4/19 14:13
1/26/19 18:20

2/4/19 14:20 ES-ES
1/26/19 18:31 ES-ES

PER
PER

Piura Central Stake
Moyobamba/Belen Branches
(Moyobamba District)
Iquitos 9 de Octubre Stake

36

1/26/19 18:00

1/26/19 18:20 ES-ES

PER

Iquitos Punchana Stake

37

1/28/19 12:44

1/28/19 13:12 ES-ES

PER

Piura Sullana Stake

38

39
40

41

42

43

44

2/1/19 13:29

1/29/19 12:16
1/27/19 11:29

1/15/19 2:27

1/14/19 5:23

1/9/19 6:09

1/11/19 1:34

2/1/19 13:33 ES-ES

1/29/19 12:31 ES-ES
1/27/19 11:40 ES-ES

1/15/19 2:37 EN

1/15/19 14:32 EN

1/9/19 6:20 EN

1/11/19 1:49 EN

PER

PER
PER

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

F

G

3

H

Aguilar District

THERE WAS THIS
MANUAL THAT
WAS GIVEN TO
US THAT WE
HAVE TO
FOLLOW FROM
PREVIOUS
COUNTRY
4 COORDINATOR

7

6

conocer mejor a las
madres y sus necesidades
y muchas de ellas nos
muestran su
agredecimiento por
40 nuestra labor
la asistencia

1

3

1

1

2

50

51

52

53

54

55

1/22/19 20:02

1/9/19 5:27

1/28/19 22:50

1/13/19 7:22

1/15/19 5:41

1/15/19 17:03

1/9/19 8:01 EN

1/22/19 20:20 EN

1/9/19 5:44 EN

1/28/19 23:03 EN

1/13/19 7:43 EN

1/15/19 5:52 EN

1/16/19 23:55 EN

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

Binalbagan Stake 2

Bulan District

Cadiz Stake

Calape District

1

1

1

Calasiao District

1

Catanduanes District

there is no
formal health
classes being
conducted in our
area, we are just
giving them
some health
teachings during
the distribution
of the
4 supplement

Liloan Stake Cebu Island

Temas que no
4 sean repetitivos

5

1

2

2
1

3

1 2 sisters of the recepients

5

1 10 plus

5

2

5

2

health improvement of a
child and the positive
response of the mothers
regarding the lessons
participation of mothers
Parents learned the
proper waste disposal & Sometimes the presence
30 preparing nutritious food of parents

15

the most rewarding part
of teaching the lessons is
to see them apply in their
lives the prinxiples taught
20 to them

he most difficult part is
the application. . Other
recepients are not really
following instructions /
counsels shared to them

5

2

4

the most rewarding part
of teaching the health
lesson I had given them is
about the importance of
Washing their hands
before eating their food
to avoid the bad bacteria
goes to their body to
30 them of being sick.

the most difficult about
organizing or teaching the
health lessons is their
parent/parents because
they are Lazy to attend or
to hear the lesson for their
children. And very hard to
gather them in a place
where we can talk or
teach.

5

1

4

THE MOST REWARDING
OF ORGANIZING OR
TEACHING THE HEALTH
LESSONS IS THE
KNOWLEDGE I IMPARTED
WITH THE MOTHERS ON
HOW TO TAKE CARE OF
THEIR CHILDREN'S
HEALTH AND WELL
20 BEING.

TEACHING THE HEALTH
LESSONS ISN'T DIFFICULT;
MOTHER'S
IMPLEMENTATION OF
WHAT I THOUGHT IS THE
MOST CHALLENGING.
GOOD THING I WORKED
WITH THE LOCAL HEALTH
WORKERS IN THE AREAS
AND THEY ARE THE ONE
WHO KEEP ON
FOLLOWING UP WITH IT.

5

1 30+

3

The part where you know
that they are participating
and doing what they learn
from the lessons, and you
can see the improvement
from their children's
25 health.

When I see the childrens
are progressing and
6 Different areas, improving
like 30, 40, 25, 20,35

1

3

1

5

3

2 20-25

1/9/19 7:48

3

2

The most difficult part
were the parents are not
really doing the things that
has been taught.

1

49

1

The difficult is that we
need to have an additional
health lessons aside fron
Liahona manual.

I'll able to help the
parents in reminding how
important of having clean
environment especially
45 for their children.

1

1

The most rewarding is
the health benefit being
learned by the mothers
5 for their children.

If the mother of the
recepient is applying
what they have heard
15 about the lesson

Bayambang Philippines Stake

Binalbagan Stake 1

90

It is still a
Health lessons,
aside from the
Liahona Manual
health lessons I
need to get
from other
health
programs that
would benefit
the mothers
4 and children.

2

Bacolod Stake

PHL

La puntualidad de las
mam√°s

Other mothers of the
recepient is busy enough
to attend.some mothers
are helping the fathers of
the family to find ways to
meet the needs of the
family..

PHL

1/19/19 0:35 EN

1

2

PHL

1/19/19 0:14

R

2
La preguntas de las
mam√°s y el inter√©s
que ponen sobre los
30 temAS

1/9/19 20:14 EN

48

5

Q

1 Una familia de 7 miembros

1/15/19 2:38 EN

Bayambang Philippines Stake

Al principio lo mas duro
era q los participantes
pusieran en pr√°ctica cada
una de las lecciones o q
les fuera accesible

P

2
1

1/9/19 20:00

PHL

O

Richard vaquero
4 Rengifo (chef)
Estudiante de
4 psicolog√≠a

1/15/19 2:20

1/15/19 3:40 EN

N

2
2

46

1/15/19 3:18

M

2

45

47

L

Estudiante de
Medicina
4 General.

1
2

Bacolod South Stake

K

1

Piura Miraflores Stake
Nueva Cajamarca

Bacolod North Stake

J

Realmente disfruto cada
aporte q dan los
participantes el verles
poner en pr√°ctica lo
ense√±ado me hace
sentir una gran
40 satisfacci√≥n .

1

Antique stake

I

I was trainned in
2017 by the LCF
responsables from
USA, they taught
us how and why
to use the plumpy
as supplement , in
a short time
We can't find
someone to teach
us in details

5
The most difficult is when
theres no improvement for
children, the parents are
just listening but not
following of what Ive been
teaching.

5

it was not yet
implemented in
the program

2

When I see other parents
still neglect to do what
has been thought during
When I see improvement the lesson... No visible
60 of my recipients..when changes or improvement

5

1

1

2

1

5

1 2 families
One of the reasons why
others can't attend is the
They're grateful for the
permanent venue for the
lessons they have
class or health lesson.
learned. In addition,
Also, we lack some
despite the venue &
materials that we can use
weather problem, they
for the lesson like
still go and attend our
computer, projector for
5-Apr 5 up. Sometimeshealth
we teach
training
the lesson
lesson.individually.
watching videos.

1

37

5

2

S

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

56

1/9/19 12:11

1/9/19 13:07 EN

PHL

Dagupan Stake

1

57

1/23/19 21:39

1/23/19 21:48 EN

PHL

Jordan Guimaras District

Group/Lead
4 Coordinator

58

59

60

61

1/18/19 0:13

1/15/19 19:50

1/10/19 15:26

1/9/19 18:31

1/18/19 0:33 EN

1/15/19 20:11 EN

1/10/19 16:08 EN

1/9/19 18:44 EN

PHL

PHL

PHL

PHL

Iloilo North Stake

Iloilo Stake 1

Iloilo Stake 2

Kalibo Stake (Aklan Province)

1

PHL

La Carlota District

1

63

1/25/19 5:50

1/25/19 6:05 EN

PHL

La carlota district

1

65

66
67
68
69

1/16/19 5:31

1/20/19 5:59

1/20/19 21:41
1/14/19 2:52
1/15/19 15:14
1/9/19 1:47

1/16/19 6:10 EN

1/20/19 6:16 EN

1/20/19 21:57
1/14/19 3:01
1/15/19 15:16
1/9/19 2:05

EN
EN
EN
EN

PHL

PHL

PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL

Mandaue Stake Cebu Island

Mangaldan Stake

Montalban Stake
Novaliches 2
Novaliches1
Rosales Stake

1
4 Social worker
4 Carnie Atienza

1/16/19 5:44

1/16/19 5:52 EN

PHL

Roxas Capiz Stake

3

1/29/19 3:46

1/29/19 3:59 EN

PHL

Sagay Philippines stake

health center
4 representatives

72

1/30/19 6:20

1/30/19 6:43 EN

PHL

Sagay Stake

R

1

1

1

2

6 almost 80%

5

1

1 50+

The most rewarding part
of it by organizing or
teaching the health
lessons,i personally
become more aquainted
to most of recipient under
my area and they have
this awareness and
lessons in their selves on
how to aviod and stop
malnutishment.

In my area i had this
challenge on how to
gather them in one area to
organize and teach
because the areas where
they lives are far in
distance and i had to do
house to house lesson.It
needs much time,money
and effort to do it but in
the end i can say it worth
it :-)

5

2

The most difficult part is
that though you taught
them the basics
sometimes application is
the question

create comic or
with drawings
to leave to the
parents to read
at home with
4 their children

1

The most difficult about
organizing or teaching the
lessons if we don't have a
visual aids.

5

1

5

There is no proper place to
discuss them.

5

1

95

I think the venue is very
important one for them to
have a good
atmosphere.and I don't
have enough materials to
show with them.

5

1

1

12

ITS A LITTLE BIT HARD COZ
SOMETIMES OTHERS
HELPING PARENTS TO BE HAVE THE HARD TIME TO
AWARE OF BEING
LISTEN AND THEY ARE
70 HEALTHY IN THE FAMILY ALWYAS IN A HURRY

5

1

6

10

Spreading health
awareness to parents,
esp, mothers who usually
take care of theier
20 baby/ies.

Not change but
add more
4 informations.

the most rewarding part
is that you find people to
change with their health
habits.they change for a
5 better

We have not
receive the
instruction and
order to give a
health lessons.

S

2

1
2
1 50% of my recipients
1 all are LDS memebers
2

1

5

2
the most rewarding part
is that i teach them on
how important personal
hygiene is, and as i
comeback to my area i
can see the improvement
of the mother and also on
how they take care their
7 30 people per area
children

1

when they participated
my lessons. And apply
30 what they learned.
10 The parents participation
see their eagerness to
20 learn

1/21/19 23:59 EN
1/9/19 7:48 EN

PHL
PHL

Sipalay District
Sorsogon District

1
1

6
6

1/10/19 0:30 EN

PHL

Tagbilaran District

1

2

1

It was amazing to share
and educate them the
value of health
awareness and to really
know if they are
improving or not as well
for the benefit of there
5 i go by group or visit
children
them personally

Urdaneta Stake

Q

If they asked questions
which only means that
they are listening and
interested for the health
improvement of their
child.

1/10/19 0:28

PHL

5

P

Since i don't have internet
and computer at home
and i have kids, it is
difficult for me to visit the
computer shop to prepare
my health lessons for my
recipients because it is a
little far distance from my
house. Sometimes, i will
just review few topics
from my nursing books
back then just to have
something to teach them
because i'm a nurse by
profession.

1/21/19 23:47
1/9/19 7:36

1/24/19 6:21 EN

O

2

75

1/24/19 5:45

N

5

73
74

76

M
The most difficult in
teaching them is the
proper nutrition (giving
nutritious food). Its hard to
teach and advise eating
nutritious food the fact
that these are poor people
who cant buy food for
them. Some of them mix
peanut butter in their rice
as their meals.

When the listeners
Time availability. Some
response that thwy learn parents have work. So they
new ideas or tips
cannot come.

4

1

71

L

For me the most
rewarding part of
organizing the lesson is to
teach the parents how to
take care the health of
their children and how to
become clean in their
4
35 daily routine.
Before giving the
supplement teach them
6 lesson every month before giving supplement
25 the lesson.

1

70

K

Seeing the recipients
being educated most
specially the parents.
Because malnutrition
sometimes caused by
6 (group and individual approach)
4-15 in a group and
ignorance
1-2 in individuals

1

1/22/19 22:33 EN

J

4 15-25

1

1/22/19 22:14

I

When they learn about
the importance of
hygiene. They realized
that proper hygiene will
help them neat and
4 more or less 50 beauty.
people

1

62

64

H

sometimes the mothers
are bored in listening the
health lesson and
sometimes their babies
are rying in the middle of
the lesson that the mother
to lost her focus in the
lesson
the difficult is the meeting
areas. Sometimes it has
rain. And others are late to
the set time.
None
actual application of
lesson taught

about preparing food for
the family especially to a
poor family who can not
afford much for food to to
prepare for her children.

5

1

40%

5
5

1 3 or more
2

5

1

3

5

1

3

5

1

3

77

1/9/19 6:35

1/9/19 7:22 EN

PHL

Makati Stake

1

78

1/9/19 3:24

1/9/19 4:07 EN

PHL

Tabaco District

1

Some children came the
next lessons but still
haven't taken a bath nor
changed their clothes.
Some parents seemed not
The parents actively
to help their children with
6
60 participate in discussions. their hygiene.
The most rewarding part
is that the class learned
and happy to have
Gathering the parents of
6 More than 10 knowledge about health enrolled kids

5

1 Minimum of 3...mostly part members

1

Una de los desaf√≠os es
es la paciencia por qu√©
muchas veces no aplica lo
que se ense√±a en las
charlas. El temor or el
miedo quizas

5

1

3

Hacer que comprendan la
importancia de q asistan,
ya q muchas veces la
distancia dificultaba que
asistieran o la falta de
dinero para sus transporte.

5

2
1

2

MUCHAS VECES EL
CONTAR CON LOS
MATERIALES PARA LA
DEMOSTRACION Y
AYUDAS VISUALES

DEBE
REDUCIRSE UN
POCO EL
CONTENIDO Y
HACERLO MAS
COMPRENSIBLE
PARA TODOS
4 LOS PAISES

79

2/16/19 18:32

2/16/19 18:38 ES-ES

PRY

Distrito Boquer√≥n

80
81

2/16/19 18:20
2/16/19 18:18

2/16/19 18:34 ES-ES
2/16/19 18:20 ES-ES

PRY
PRY

Distrito Paraguari
Distrito Pedro Juan Cabelero

1
2

82

1/27/19 15:37

1/27/19 15:47 ES-ES

PRY

Pilar

yo con otra
4 voluntaria

83

1/22/19 20:54

1/22/19 21:13 ES-ES

SLV

San Miguel Stake

12 40 a 45

6

La confianza de la gente

Poder ayudar a mejorar la
calidad de vida de toda
una flia, con algo tan
simple como es la
25 educacion

2

1

5

38

QUE LAS MADRES
MUESTREN INTER√âS EN
LA ENSE√ëANZA
Y PODER VER CAMBIOS
DE ACTITUD EN ELLAS
70 MISMAS

1

10

Appendix 3: Recruitment Email and Implied Consent
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Implied Consent
My name is Shannon Barham; I am an undergraduate student at Brigham Young University and I am conducting this
research under the supervision of Professor Benjamin Crookston, from the Department of Public Health. You are being
invited to participate in this research study. I am interested in finding out whether there is a connection between the
health and hygiene lessons provided by Liahona Children’s Foundation (LCF) and the progress of children enrolled in LCF. I
am also interested in your feedback about and experiences with the lessons. Because you work so closely with LCF’s
participants, your feedback is essential to this study.
Your participation in this study will require the completion of the attached survey. This should take about 10 minutes of
your time. Your participation will be anonymous and you will not be contacted again in the future. You will not be paid for
being in this study. You do not have to be in this study if you do not want to be. You do not have to answer any question
that you do not want to answer for any reason. We will be happy to answer any questions you have about this study. If
you have further questions about this project or if you have a research-related problem you may contact me, Shannon, at
shannonsilvester15@gmail.com or my supervisor, Ben, at btc5@byu.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant you may contact the IRB Administrator at A-285 ASB,
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602; irb@byu.edu; (801) 422-1461. The IRB is a group of people who review
research studies to protect the rights and welfare of research participants.
The completion of this survey implies your consent to participate. If you choose to participate, please complete the
attached survey and return it by February 24, 2019. Thank you!

Consentimiento Implícito
Hola! Este mensaje se dirige a todos los coordinadores locales de Liahona Children’s Foundation. Se le
pide que participe en un estudio de investigación que se realiza por Benjamin Crookston, un profesor de
Brigham Young University, y Shannon Barham. El propósito de este estudio de investigación es investigar
la conexión entre las lecciones de salud y los resultados de salud entre los niños que participen en el
programa de Liahona Children’s Foundation. También queremos saber más acerca de sus experiencias
con las lecciones de salud. Como un coordinador local, usted tiene una perspectiva única e importante
para este estudio.
Si usted desea participar en este estudio de investigación, se le pide que cumpla una encuesta de 10
preguntas. Se espera que pueda cumplir este encuesta entre siete minutos. Sus respuestas se
mantendrán anónimos. No tiene que responder a ninguna pregunta si no desea hacerlo; si no quiere
responder una pregunta, no dude en omitirla y pasar a la pregunta siguiente. El participar en este
estudio no plantee más que un "riesgo mínimo." Usted no tiene ninguna obligación de cumplir este
encuesta. Si tenga alguna pregunta en cuanto a este estudio o si tenga algún problema con la encuesta,
no dude en ponerse en contacto conmigo, Benjamin Crookston, a través del correo electrónico
(btc5@gmail.com), or mi asistente Shannon Barham (shannonsilvester15@gmail.com).

Ver. 8/11
Si tiene alguna pregunta en cuanto a sus derechos como participante en este estudio de investigación,
puede contactar al Administrador del IRB a A-285 ASB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 84602;
irb@byu.edu; (+1 (801) 422-1461). El IRB es un grupo de personas que protege a los derechos y el
bienestar de participantes en estudios de investigación.
La compleción de este encuesta constituye su consentimiento a participar en este estudio de
investigación. Si eliges participar, por favor completa la encuesta antes del 24 de Febrero 2019. Gracias
por todo lo que usted hace con Liahona Children’s Foundation!
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Appendix 4: Excerpt from Merged Qualtrics and LCF Data

C

1765 ES-ES

1764 ES-ES

1763 EN

1762 EN

1761 EN

1760 EN

1759 EN

1758 EN

1757 EN

1756 EN

GTM

GTM

GTM

GTM

GHA

GHA

GHA

GHA

GHA

GHA

GHA

GHA

Chulac District

Chulac District

Chulac District

Chulac District

Chulac District

Chulac District

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

Cape Coast Stake

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1766 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

35

1

3

J

1767 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

35

1

1

1768 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

35

1

E

1769 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

35

26

1770 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

35

D

1771 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

Cape Coast Stake

1772 ES-ES

GTM

Chulac District

B

1773 ES-ES

GTM

GHA

1774 ES-ES

GTM

A

1775 ES-ES

1755 EN

1776 ES-ES

K
L
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
Some mothers learn first hand basic hygiene practices on
100 breastfeeding.
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...
En como se debe mejorar la alimentacion en los
60 niÃ±os..tambien la ijiene ...

M

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

1

P

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

1

O

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

1

5

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

N

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

5

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue

Difficulty in getting participants to the venue
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
El unico desafio es para llegar a las comunidades pa hacer las
charlas..pero es una bendicion..
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Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

AE

AF

AG

AH

AI

AJ

AK

AL

1

AD

1

AC

1

AB

1

AA

1

Z

1

-3

0

-5

1

6

GHA

23

GHA

60

2 chronic

69

2 chronic

6

2017

7

2017

Yes

0

No

-2

5 40260015 Girl

-2

5 40260064 Girl

-4

1755

1

1756

1

-2

1

-1

1

-4

1

-6

1

25

0

14

1

75

GHA

60

GHA

9

10

2 chronic

No
2 chronic

Yes

2017

5 40260031 Boy

0

2017

5 40260053 Girl

-12

1

1757

1

4

1758

-7

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

31

1

68

1
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0
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0
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2018
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0
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2

2

79
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0
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0
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GTM
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5 50350141 Girl
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5 50350017 Girl
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5 50350054 Boy
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1 chronic

1768
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Appendix 5: Coded Qualitative Responses and Histograms

Row #

Note #
27
80
10
11
18
40
33
7
8
43
44
76
5
6
9
19
25
77

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Country
GTM
PHL
ECU
ECU
ECU
PER
HND
COL
COL
PER
PER
PHL
BOL
COL

1
1
1
1

COL
ECU
GTM
PHL

Question #
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

Category 1
Health professional
Health professional
Health professional
Health professional
Health professional
Health professional
Other
Health professional
Health professional
Non-health professional
Other
Non-health professional
Other
Other

Other
Other
Other
Other

35
79

1 MDG
1 PHL

5 Not trained
5 Not trained

61
21
22
94
81
39
49
49
52
56
59
73
82
84
94
17
26
29
31
39
92
69
46
64
87
82
83
86
92

1 PHL

5 Not trained

1 GHA
1 GHA
2 SLV

9 Application
9 Application
9 Application

1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2

PHL
NIC
PER
PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
SLV
ECU
GTM
GTM
HND
NIC
PRY
PHL

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers

1
1
2
1
1
1
3

PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PRY

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
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Category 2
Health center worker
Health center worker
Medical doctor
Medical doctor
Medical doctor
Medical student
Nutrition student
Physical therapist
Physical therapist
Chef
Psychology student
Social worker
Church volunteer
Church volunteer
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

Coordinator either does not have the lesson
materials or does not feel comfortable with the
material
Does not have materials
The lessons were not part of the program yet
Breastfeeding
Breastfeeding
Changes in attitude
Hygiene

Eagerness
Eagerness
Experiences
Experiences
Experiences
Experiences
Experiences
Experiences
Getting to know them
Gratitude
Gratitude
Gratitude
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation

q

Note #

Country
GTM
PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
HND
HND
GTM
GTM
GHA
GTM
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
BOL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
BOL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
COL
ECU
ECU
GHA
HND
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PRY

Question #
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Category 1
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Learning new concepts
Learning new concepts
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts

26
45
68
54
59
67
31
34
23
23
21
23
51
54
59
60
62
57
5
53
65
71
81
5
69
70
55
55
10
16
17
20
31
51
58
72
74
75
85
87
92

1
1
1
2
3
1
3
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

86
59
62

1 PHL
1 PHL
1 PHL

10 Application
10 Application
10 Application

58
88
21
34
39
53
56
65

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

PHL
PRY
GHA
HND
NIC
PHL
PHL
PHL

Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
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Category 2
Questions
Questions
Questions

Height
Hygiene
Weight gain
Weight gain

Handwashing
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Nutrition
Nutrition
Nutrition
Nutritious food prep
Waste disposal

Children not bathed or clothes changed
No improvement
No improvement
Remedied by working with local health
workers; they follow up

q

Note #

Country
GTM
PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
HND
HND
GTM
GTM
GHA
GTM
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
BOL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
BOL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
COL
ECU
ECU
GHA
HND
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PRY

Question #
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Category 1
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Input from mothers
Learning new concepts
Learning new concepts
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Seeing improvements in children
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts
Teaching moms new concepts

26
45
68
54
59
67
31
34
23
23
21
23
51
54
59
60
62
57
5
53
65
71
81
5
69
70
55
55
10
16
17
20
31
51
58
72
74
75
85
87
92

1
1
1
2
3
1
3
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

86
59
62

1 PHL
1 PHL
1 PHL

10 Application
10 Application
10 Application

58
88
21
34
39
53
56
65

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

PHL
PRY
GHA
HND
NIC
PHL
PHL
PHL

Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application
Application

45

Category 2
Questions
Questions
Questions

Height
Hygiene
Weight gain
Weight gain

Handwashing
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Hygiene
Nutrition
Nutrition
Nutrition
Nutritious food prep
Waste disposal

Children not bathed or clothes changed
No improvement
No improvement
Remedied by working with local health
workers; they follow up

q
70
84

Note #

Country
1 PHL
1 PHL

30

1 HND

10 Attendance

Moms send someone else; they are too busy to
attend

34

1 HND

10 Attendance

Mothers work outside of home

52

1 PHL

10 Attendance

Mothers work outside of home

67
17
21
22
46
54
55
57
87
89
92

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Mothers work outside of home

51

1 PHL

10 Content

Different subjects would be more applicable

65

1 PHL

10 Content

Difficult to teach nutrition to those who cannot
afford it

85
39
30
74
68
24
28
69
89
28
69
92
57
5
81
81
30
74
54
5
45
82
68

1
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

23
64
71

1 GTM

10 Teaching materials

2 PHL
1 PHL

10 Teaching materials
10 Teaching materials

PHL
ECU
GHA
GHA
PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PRY
PRY

PHL
NIC
HND
PHL
PHL
GTM
GTM
PHL
PRY
GTM
PHL
PRY
PHL
BOL
PHL
PHL
HND
PHL
PHL
BOL
PER
PHL
PHL

Question # Category 1
10 Application
10 Application

Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance
Attendance

Content
Content
Discouragement
Discouragement
Distance for instructor
Distance for instructor to visit moms
Distance for instructor to visit moms
Distance for instructor to visit moms
Distance for moms
Distance for moms
Distance for moms
Distance for moms
No proper venue
No proper venue
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Punctuality
Punctuality
Punctuality
Teaching materials
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Category 2

Difficult to teach nutrition to those who cannot
afford it
Not accessible for moms

Money for travel

Nothing permanent
Bored moms
Crying babies
Moms get distracted
No time to listen

Computer or manuals
Language (need 2 translators)
Visual aids
Visual aids

q

Note #
94
26
49
73
72
64
73
82
94
26
94
75
26
70
31
51
45
51
49
12
48

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Country
SLV
GTM
PER
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
SLV
GTM
SLV
PHL
GTM
PHL
HND
PHL
PER
PHL
PER
COL
PER

Question #
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Category 1
Teaching materials
Teaching materials
Teaching materials
Teaching materials
Venue
Venue
Venue
Venue
Content
Content
Content
Content
Content
Leave-behind materials
Leave-behind materials
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics
Visual aids
Visual aids

Category 2
Visual aids

No proper place

Easier to understand
Feasibility of application
Less information
More information
Opportunities to apply topics during the lesson
Books or comics to read with children
Snack
Feasibility of application
Variety
Variety
Variety
Videos
Videos

Histogram—Responses to Q12, What would you change about the health lessons?

Histogram—Responses to Q4, Who teaches the health lessons?

All coordinators who were prompted to respond to Q5 “Why have the health lessons not
been offered?” Reported that they were not trained or did not have materials (n=4).
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